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Fayette County Public Schools – 2019-2020 Employee Benefits Process 
 

Open Enrollment for 2020 benefits was a major event for Fayette County Public Schools.   We were 
spending nearly $66 million to fund benefits including State Health and TRS.  Our employees were 
spending about $20 million a year for their share.   All this money and no one was really happy.   We 
needed to get more for that huge financial outlay.  In late 2018, the Fayette County Public Schools 
leadership team decided to exit the State Flexible Benefits Program known as Georgia Breeze.  The 
main drivers of the decision were a desire for better service to employees, more customization in plan 
design, improved administration, and the ability to leverage the benefit plan in recruitment and 
retention and see a return on all that investment in benefits.   
 
The Challenges 
 
Exiting the State Program presented many challenges.  In order for employees to perceive the new 
program as an advantage, the provisions needed to be as good or better than those in the State 
program and the pricing needed to be the same or lower.  Additionally, a new enrollment technology 
system had to be implemented and all education materials designed to replace what had been 
provided by the state program.  Lastly, we had to be ready to take over COBRA administration and 
retiree programs for dental and vision for those leaving after 12/31/19. 
 
GA Breeze is a large “pooled” program, meaning that the employers in the program are billed 
individually for what their employees purchase, but there is no mechanism to extract the claims 
experience on the individual lines of coverage.  Claims experience is typically a major factor in what 
insurance carriers propose in terms of pricing.  This meant significant skill had to be brought to bear in 
packaging and marketing the various benefits to be included in the new program to the various 
insurance companies who might bid on it. 
 
 
The Process 
 
Our first step was to hire an HR and Benefits consultant 
experienced in employee benefits design, administration and 
education.  That consultant led us through a step by step 
process to design and implement our new plans. 
 
The process began with an employee survey to gauge 
employees’ understanding and appreciation for the benefits 
offerings as well as their priorities for the program.  This 
surveyed confirmed that our employees did not understand 
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the benefits offering.  Only 69% reported feeling confident that they were making the best decisions 
for themselves and family with regard to benefits.   
The next step was an objective setting session with the leadership team to solidify the strategic goals 
for the program and codify them in the benefits policy statement that would act as a guide to all our 
work.   
 
One of the main objectives identified in this process was to ensure that the new program was not 
perceived as taking anything away.  For this reason, the team determined to keep the initial benefits 
offering as close to what was currently in the GA Breeze array as possible.    Other gaps were identified 
and addressed in the policy statement.  Those gaps and all of the technical work to meet the 
objectives, fell into 5 categories that are all linked as illustrated below. 
 
 

 
 
Additional goals for the program included improved employee appreciation through better education 
and improved service.  Rates that were the same or better than the GA Breeze offering.  
Administration capability that eliminated tedious data entry in multiple systems and streamlined the 
billing reconciliation process.  Plan designs that were the same or improved over the State offering.  
The handoff of COBRA compliance activities and retiree administration also was addressed. 
 
Compiling data and assembling the bid packages to present to all highly rated carriers serving the space 
was the next task.  Again, due to the lack of claims experience data and the need to keep the pricing at 
GA Breeze levels or below this task was much more involved than typical.   Our consultant prepared a 
very detailed cover letter explaining the situation and the data available. Many rounds of questions 
and answers with the carrier sales and underwriting professionals (including travel to several carrier 
home offices) were part of the process as well.   
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The Results 
 
The results of the bidding work were presented to the school board at the August meeting prior to 
open enrollment.  In addition to presenting the new benefits program and pricing, a new brand 
identity for the Fayette Benefit Program was unveiled along with the employee education work plan. 
 
The bid results were as follows: 
 

 
Figure 1: Slide from presentation to FCPS Board 2019 

 
 
Additionally, the new Fayette Benefits Program identity and logo was unveiled.  Samples of the 
employee education campaigned were shared.   
 
Everyone learns differently.  For this reason, the education program proposed a variety of media and 
methods to ensure whether a visual or auditory learner, whether written or verbal communications 
preferred, or personal help or self-directed learning needed, the program had something for everyone.  
The education program included a live presentation at every school and work location.  A dedicated 
website optimized for mobile viewing, long-form recorded videos, animated shorts covering major 
benefit provisions, a summary newsletter, email blasts, and more.  The new enrollment technology 
platform also contained point-of-decision education tools to help employees decide between various 
options. 
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Figure 2: Employee Education Handout for Board 2019 
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Fayette County Public Schools' new employee benefits program, Total Rewards, was officially launched 
on October 22, 2019, the start of the 2020 Open Enrollment period.   A comprehensive education 
campaign introduced the new program and provided a broad range of assistance to employees 
throughout the process.  Open Enrollment for benefits effective January 1, 2020 ended on November 
8, 2019.   Here are the highlights of open enrollment and what people ultimately chose for their 2020 
benefits.   
 
State Health 
 
We dedicated the majority of education time and materials to State Health for 2020.  It represents the 
biggest financial investment for both the employee and the Board so the bulk of the education effort 
was dedicated to understanding the health plan options and making a confident decision on the best 
choice for one's self and family.  Here is a participation comparison for 2019 and 2020 
 
     2019  2020 
 

  BCBS HMO  855  931 
  Bronze   386  412 
  Silver   324  340 
  Gold   190  131 
  Kaiser   120  129 
  UHC HMO    88  75 
  HDHP     46  35 

 
We see that the numbers have changed meaningfully from 2019 to 2020, with more than 80 
employees moving out of the plans identified as lower value (the UHC HMO, Gold and HDHP) and into 
the identified higher value plans.  At the same time, employees expressed higher confidence levels in 
their decisions -- which supports employee satisfaction -- and thus appreciation for the System! 
 
Two-Employee Family Initiative 
 
We launched a program to encourage families where both spouses work at FCPS to combine under a 
family health plan.  The goal was to save the board $945 for each employee that moved under a 
spouse plan in exchange for a small subsidy that made them “whole” on the extra cost of the 
combined plan over the cost of split plans.  We had 77 couples enroll in the two employee family 
health plans.  Of, those, 43 entered a newly combined plan (the others were in a combined plan 
already and chose to stay there).  This equates to $487,620 in new savings to the board over the cost of 
health care had those couples chosen to insure separately.  The cost of the program is approximately 
$70,000 (average subsidy of about $77 per enrolled couple) for a net savings of over $400,000 to the 
board.   
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Flexible Spending Accounts (FSA) 
 
2019 Health FSA participation = 301 
2019 Dependent Care = 26 
Total Health FSA contributions = $496,313 
 
2020 Health FSA participation = 543 
2020 Dependent Care = 39 
Total Health FSA contributions = $816,503 
 
There is very good news in these numbers.  Participation in the Health Care FSA increased by 80% and 
contributions increased by 65% (or $320,000).  That means participants will save roughly $245,000 in 
taxes and the Board's savings on their FICA match will increase by about $25,000 to a total of 
$62,000+.   Dependent Care FSA participation is low at just 39.  While an increase of 50%, many more 
people should be using this tool and this should be a target for 2021. 
 
 
Open Enrollment Support and Education Tools 
 
During Open Enrollment, our consultant managed an email bank where employees could email their 
questions and get a response within hours (or minutes, depending on the complexity of their 
question).  We believe having a written answer to their questions helps them better use the 
information to make decisions and provides a record of what they were told, avoiding confusion and 
the fog of memory as time passes before the benefits become effective.   
 
Approximately 1,100 emails were answered via this service.  Questions ranged from login questions to 
both State Health and the new Total Rewards system, questions on dental networks, inquiries on how 
disability works with sick leave, and much more. 
 
We conducted live open enrollment presentations at every school and work location (27 presentations 
total).  Attendance was strong at elementary and middle school locations but weaker at the high 
schools.  We conducted two technology help sessions at transportation to help those who needed it.  
Both were well attended and much appreciation was expressed. 
 
We sent a series of email releases to help folks with specific topics throughout the open enrollment 
period.  We created a mobile website covering the main topics for quick and easy access from a mobile 
phone while on the go.  That site received about 1300 visits during OE.   We created a series of 
resources housed on the Fayette Benefits website to help people with prescriptions, disease 
management, tobacco cessation, and other topics.   
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We produced a series of Total Rewards-branded animated shorts on the health plans, wellness 
incentives, FSAs, and disability.  Here are the view-counts for those: 
 

 HRA Plan Video - 161  

 HMO Plan Video - 147  

 Wellness Incentive Video - 45  

 FSA Video - 302  

 Disability and Sick Leave - 363 

 Maternity & Disability Video – 110  
 

We made a series of recorded videos that were placed on the benefit page for viewing by all 
employees.  These included How to Enroll (602 views), Dental and Vision Overview (142 views), 
Disability Overview (88 views), Life Plan Overview (195 views), Critical Illness (59 views) and Health 
Plan Overview (295 views).   
 
We also created a new Decision Support Tool we named Bette.  This tool is designed to help folks 
decide which health plan of the three most popular options may be right for them.  We did not 
promote the tool much, and as a result it only had a handful of folks make use of it. 
 
 
Benefits Technology - BYRON 
 
Nearly 100% of benefits eligible employees completed open enrollment online.  For the few that did 
not respond to the reminders and nagging, to the best of our ability we rolled over any benefits they 
had with GA Breeze in 2019 except the FSA since it represents a big deduction to pay and could not be 
taken without the employee’s explicit OK.  The benefits system processed thousands of changes to 
benefits, demographic details, life insurance age bands/rates, LTD salary adjustments, etc. that are 
effective 1/1/20.  In addition, the system linked employees to the State Health website to complete 
their health enrollment so everything was in one place.  The system also required employees to 
acknowledge they are offered health insurance at the district thus satisfying a requirement under the 
Affordable Care Act. 
 

Survey Results 

At the end of the Enrollment process in the technology system, employees were prompted to 
complete a short survey.  2369 folks did so.  1566 reported attending a live presentation or watching 
the video overviews.  247 relied on personal knowledge or sought advice from friends or colleagues.  
424 reported using information on the Fayette website as their primary source.  815 reported feeling 
Very Confident in their benefits decisions.  1283 reported that they are at least somewhat confident.  
This equates to about 88% in the confident camp compared to 69% who reported feeling confident in 
our summer survey.  Over 2,000 folks reported that the system was easy or very easy to use to enroll 
while 50 folks reported it very difficult. 
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Funding the Program 
 
So how do we fund all these efforts?  Like most other school districts, budget cuts have hit us very hard 
over the last several years.  FCPS does not have any extra money for programming technology, printing 
materials, providing presentations, or any of the other efforts above.   We understood that benefits 
programs that used brokers would have commissions, bonuses and fees embedded in them to 
compensate that broker for selling insurance on behalf of the insurance companies.  These dollars are 
usually very difficult to identify or control.  Our HR consultant helped us capture these embedded 
dollars to fund a long list of HR projects including all the benefits related materials, education, and 
technology.  There was no cost to the school board.  In fact, we lowered everyone's cost on the 
program, greatly reduced administrative workload, and implemented all the benefits program 
improvements as well.    
 
 
Looking Ahead 
 
We will design and print an overview document we call the Benefits at a Glance for every benefits 
eligible employee to use as a quick reference to their new Total Rewards Program.  We are working to 
re-engineer our employee retirement savings program this Spring and hope to share the results of that 
effort with you next year. 


